
 

AMAT 584 Lecture 31 4 13 20

today Finish the example from last lecture

Recall the example we were considering last lecture
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Wefound that with respect to the standard bases for the
vector spacesGLX ordered as follows

4 413 ED ED
X ELI23 2,33 12,4 3,4

of c Coad of Ead Cx

are represented by the matrices

c it until



By performing Gaussian elimination on the columns of dis
we found that

113 23,123 133,13344 is a basis for Bock

Clearly 2,331134 13,43 is a basis for Bis X

BjLX 0 far j 2 because of't 0 for j 2

Now we compute basesforeach 2J X

ZoLX Co X so XO is a basis for 2ND

To computeabasisfor2J X j71 is more involved

Recall Thenullspace of an mxn matrix A withcoefficients
in a field F is the subspace

hullCA EEF AI 8

To find a basis for null A we solvethe linear system AT
using Gaussian eliminationfor rows



It is also possible to solvethe systemusing Gaussian elimination oncolumns
but we will not discuss this now

To compute a basis for 2 X Ker d
we find a basis for the null space of rj

tact Theelements of thisbasis represent the elements of a basisfor
2JLX

Now let's consider the case j 1
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Now use back substitution tofind a basisforNoll Lois
x O
Xzt 13 0
3 tXy O
X y is a free variable
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The column vector represents 2,3 t 2,43113,4 C 2 Xil
is for 40 sowith respect to the standard bas

12,33 2,43 13,4 is a basis for 2 X

Now let's compute a basis for 22 X

GET NullKoiD 8K so

Nullah has an empty basis
Zz X has an empty basis
Zdf 7 8



Since Cj 83 for j 33 2J X 8 fer
j 33 as well

Ltercisei Compute a basis for each homology vector
space of X

The key tool is this proposition from lecture 27
PropositionSupposeV is finite dimensional WCU is a subspace
with dim w m and dim V ng and Ev un is
a basis for V such that u a um a basis for W
Then Event Arntz Cvn is a basis for HW

Using this we see that His X has the empty basis
ie His X is trivial

To compute a basis for Ito X we need to first
extend the basis we computed for Bock to
one for 20 X This can be done by doing
Gaussian elimination on the columns of the matrix



Wynnrepresentation of our busis for Bo

Ci L it S
columnrepresentation of our basis for Zo

After reduction the non zero columns on the right
give an extension of our basis for Bo to one for
Z o


